Netform™ play systems are durable and tough, providing all of the advantages of rope and steel cable construction. Yet it’s also soft to the hands, which makes it ideal for indoor and outdoor playscapes and challenge courses.

Netform won’t stretch over time, and the steel reinforced rope and stainless steel hardware are low-maintenance and will last season after season.

Netform has a breaking strength of several tons and endless attachment options. You can use it for climbing nets, cargo bridges, suspension bridges, handrails, lily pad nets, and climbing ladders.

Add excitement, theme and interactively to river crossings and overpasses. The sway and bounce of a Netform™ bridge adds an element of fun.

Netform hard-wearing cable is constructed of high strength multi-strand steel laid over a synthetic fiber core with a thermo-fixed jacket of durable polyester which provides the color and handling of soft rope.

The patented knot and joint system makes installation of rope elements easy. Netform is specifically designed for the playground environment, our range of end fittings are one of the most comprehensive in the industry.
When we say custom – we mean netting systems designed specifically to meet your requirements.

Netform™ provides unlimited enjoyment at lofty heights with the look and feel of ship masts and rigging. Square mesh rope steps and hand-holds ascend like a tower to create a safe and comfortable climb and descent.

Netform™ 16 mm rope is available in a variety of colors and combination colors; (Red, Yellow, Blue, Black, Sand, Green). Contact InCord for more information on our wide selection of Netform rope.

Knot connections are assembled using a patented knot system made of High Density Polypropylene providing a smooth fit and finish, workability and long life.

T-shaped connectors used at the outer ropes are made of polyamide 6.0, modified to impact strength.

Anchor adaptors are available in a variety of termination styles from rope loops to rings, shackles and threaded bolts.

InCord netting products manufactured for use in the amusement industry are compliant with ASTM Standards F2375-09 and F2461.09.

Custom Safety Netting Solutions
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